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Within this book the tips and tricks from professional coffee brewers and coffee house owners are
revealed, covering the aspects of this art that every beginning brewer needs to know:-Whether to
choose pre ground beans or whole-Which coffee bean suits your taste buds?-The differences
between beans-How to grind your own coffee beans-Proportions-Brew times and
temperatures-Choosing the coffee maker that is right for you-How to clean your machine so your
coffee continues to taste just the way you like it
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I learned much in a short read. Covers everything from taste to texture, coffee presses to pot (that
is, coffee pot). I wish the author had included more reasonably price machines in his review. I doubt
that those who purchase the $700 to thousand dollars machine will rely on this book. Maybe two
versions with different audiences would be more reasonable approach. Still, 5 star read.

Okay maybe you ask yourself like I did, why brew your own coffee. In my opinion one of the most
easy answers is - because it tastes marvelous. My wife and I are passionate coffee drinker. Not so

many cups per day, but when we drink coffee we celebrate. In the past we bought the best coffee
we could get and brewed it with one of these coffee cans you can put on your stove. This bought
inspired us to "go the next step" :-) now we know which beans are the best, which water to use,
what the best temperature is and so much more. Friends told us, we make the best coffee they
know - and with this book you can do this - as well!

Short and to the point book. Great for a beginner to get their feet wet. I picked up some Kenyan
beans after reading this and made a pretty good cup of Joe!

Coffee: The Complete Guide to Homebrewing I like the coffee history related to goat how many
people can't pass a day without a cup of coffee who ignore where the coffee was discovered, the
book is very informative from the choosing of the bean it said the fresh bean is the most satisfying
option for the coffee lovers, the grind, and the taste. The author said the coffee from Kanya and
Guatemala yield very rich and satisfying flavors that you are sure to enjoy.Organic and price to pay
for it, choose your coffee maker, brewing science and more really love it.

I love coffee and would love to get the coffee aroma and taste in my home that you get at the coffee
shop. I am going to take the plunge and go ahead and get a coffee grinder. This book is full of great
information on coffee brewing. It is short Nd simple to read and follow. Great information.

i love coffe very much, in fact I'm very dependent of it. I usually can't function if I don't have my
favorite bevarege in the morning.Sometimes when I feel tired it really helps me to lift me up a bit.
There is not any drink that I like better than coffe, although I'm well aware that having too much of it
can't do me very good.Book describes history of coffe. There are different beans of coffe, and
usually price dictates the quality. Two main bean groups are arabica and robustas coming from
Ethiopia and India.The single factor that brings together all the knowledge about coffee is the
maker. So, it is very important to put some effort to find the right one.It is very good drink, one
should take some time to find the right for yourself.
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